Some results concerning the maximal ideal space of H" of the disk are applied to harmonic functions. The methods yield a Lindelöf type theorem for harmonic functions and extend to bounded harmonic functions a criterion of Tanaka which is necessary and sufficient in order that the boundary value function be one-sided approximately continuous.
Introduction.
We are concerned in this paper with connections between the one-sided behavior of an L°° function at a point of the unit circle, C={z:|z|=lJ, and the boundary behavior of the harmonic extension of the function into the unit disc, £>={z:|z|<l}. Our techniques consist mainly of combining certain concrete estimates for harmonic measures with some facts about the Banach algebra, //°°, of bounded analytic functions on D. We assume for this latter area that the reader is familiar with the contents of Chapter 10 of Hoffman's book, [3] , and with [4] and [5] .
The main focal point is the introduction of a class of homomorphisms in the maximal ideal space of H°° which we call the "barely tangential homomorphisms."
These homomorphisms play a role for the one-sided boundary behavior of L°° functions similar to that played by the radial homomorphisms for two-sided behavior in [l] . §2 is mainly devoted to an intrinsic study of the barely tangential homomorphisms.
In §3 we obtain a theorem (Theorem 3.1) characterizing one-sided approximate continuity from above of an L°° function in terms of the behavior of the function on the supports of the representing measures of upper barely tangential homomorphisms. Subsequently,
we easily obtain a result of Tanaka [6, Theorem 5] characterizing one-sided approximate continuity.
As a final result we prove a "Lindelöf-type theorem" for L" functions.
Barely tangential homomorphisms.
We first recall that the collection, H°°, of bounded analytic functions on D forms a function algebra with pointwise operations and the supremum norm. Its maximal ideal space, 2D, is a compactification of D, [3] . Every homomorphism in 2D can be approached by a universal net in D or by one in any dense subset of D. One can also represent Hx as a subalgebra of the Banach algebra, Z°°, of all bounded measurable functions on C. We rely on the references for a complete description of these connections. We remark here that for any Z°° function /on C we will continue to denote as "/" any of the standard representations of/ on D,
3), or C. For simplicity we restrict our attention to the fiber, 35i, above 1, i.e., those homomorphisms which are approached by nets tending to 1. From here on out we will simply assume phrases such as, "at 1." The collection, S, of such homomorphisms which are approached within a Stolz angle are called the Stolz homomorphisms.
In [5] Our first result shows a relationship between (B and £ which we shall use once in §3. We recall that for any function algebra, A, on a compact Hausdorff space X, each point hEX has a representing measure, ph, spread on the Silov boundary of A. Lemma 2.2. Let A denote the restriction algebra of Hx to the Lindelöf homomorphisms, £. Then, the Silov boundary of A is contained in the barely tangential homomorphisms, (B. If h is a Stolz homomorphism, then for any representing measure nh we have ptn(($>+) > 0 and Hh((£>~) > 0. In particular, iffEH", then f has radial limit a if and only if f is constantly a on 03+ (or on o3~).
Proof. We show that no Stolz homomorphism is contained in the Silov boundary. Let hE §-Since by [5, §3] S is open in £>i and since (B is compact there is a neighborhood N oí h such that iVCS and NH\(S> = 0. Now, suppose/GZ7°° and/peaks on N, i.e., \f(h)\ =||/||£ for some hiEN. Choose some Gleason part, P, of 3D which contains such a point in N. Using the results of [5, (especially §6) ] we see that PCS and P~r\(S,9i0.
Since the restriction of / to P is analytic and achieves its maximum modulus on P it is constant. Thus/ peaks at some point of P~C\<B. Consequently, we have shown that/peaks outside N. Therefore, h cannot be in the Silov boundary and the latter is contained in 03.
Next, let ÄGS and let ßn be a representing measure. Let u be the harmonic measure of C+= {ei9:O^0^7r}.
Let »bea harmonic con- Finally, suppose /£//". If / has radial limit a, then / has Stolz limit a and thus/ = a on S. Consequently, by continuity/ = a on 03+ (or (B-). Conversely, suppose /=a on (B+ (or (B-). Let ph be a Jensen measure for hES-Then,
Since ¿iA((B+)>0 and/-a = 0 on (B+, the integral above equals -» and so f(h) =a. Thus,/=a on S and a fortiori f tends to a radially. In order to avoid exactly similar cases we now concentrate entirely on the upper barely tangential homomorphisms.
We next define a cluster set which will allow us to state more concretely Theorem 3.3 in §3. Each Stolz angle approach can be written as 0 = c(l-r) and as c increases the approach tends more and more toward an upper tangential approach. Given d^c we denote by S<¿,c the collection of all homomorphisms in 2Di which are approached by nets corresponding to all Stolz angle approaches, a, such that d^a^c. Let r" be determined by 0" = e(l -rn). Then, the limit as 0"-»0 of the numerator of the argument of tan-1 in the last expression is c(D-e), while that of the denominator is l+c2(l-Z>+e). Hence,
lim sup UM(rneien) S: -tan-1 <-> .
This being true for every é > 0, we have
In particular, if we choose e = (l-D)~1,!!,
[February This quantity is therefore a lower bound for uu(h) for some hE&cc Therefore, by Lemma 2.2 it is also a lower bound for UmQÍ) for some &G03. Since ««=0 on 03_, it follows that for some homomorphism h in 03+, 2 umQi) à -tan" ir W(l -D)f as was to be proved.
If If is a measurable subset of C, we let M= {hES>i'-XM(h) = 1}.
We recall that the range of fEL°° on .Ï/ is precisely the collection of essential cluster values of f(eiB) as eie->1 through ÜZ. We also recall the result from 
2V(1 -D(~M))
Since u~m+um = 1, uM(h)<l so pth(M) <I for some hE03+.
3. Applications. It is now an easy matter to obtain several results connecting the one-sided behavior of an Z* function on C at 1 with its boundary behavior at 1 from inside D.
A function / on C is approximately continuous from above at 1 with value a if for every e>0, the density d({ea: \f(ei6)-a\ ^e, O^0^7r}) equals one. The main theorem upon which the applications are based is (ii) The set, {eiS: |/(e<9)| ^ \a\ +e}, has density 1 ai 1 from above for every e>0.
Note. In Tanaka's theorem condition (i) was the statement that/ tends to a radially. From Lemma 2.2 we see that this is equivalent to our (i) for Z/00 functions. 
